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---------------------------------------------------------------------***---------------------------------------------------------------------

Abstract -Now a days the digital storage is most popular 
over paper storage. The information are scanned and hold on 
in style of image files. To retrieve a picture from massive 
information, text recognition is finished. the information in 
this image are often in any language and conjointly written. 
Image process is finished to extract text and people texts are 
reborn to audio format so as to avoid ambiguity in written 
information files because the handwriting of an individual is 
troublesome to know. There are few automatic ways in 
machine learning algorithms that didn't offer correct results. 
during this pre-processing the input image victimization Long 
STM in repeated Neural Network (RNN), a deep learning 
algorithmic rule is finished with addiction to it, Optical 
Character Recognition (OCR) uses OTSU’s methodology for 
image binarization and segmentation then converts texts into 
audio format with higher accuracy and clarity. But in this 
project app we have use Cordova to build the system.  
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1.INTRODUCTION  

 
This document shows the suggested format and appearance 

of a manuscript prepared for SPIE journals. Accepted papers 
will be professionally typeset. This template is intended to be a 
tool to improve manuscript clarity for the reviewers. The final 
layout of the typeset paper will not match this template Apache 
Cordova is open source text file mobile development 
framework. It permits you to use normal internet technologies - 
HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript for cross-platform 
development. Applications execute at intervals wrappers 
targeted to every platform, and place confidence in standards-
compliant API bindings to access every device's capabilities 
like sensors, data, network standing, etc. 

Use Apache Cordova if you are: 

 a mobile developer and need to increase application across 
quite one platform, while not having to re-implement it 
with every platform's language and power set. 

 a web developer and need to deploy an online app that is 
packaged  for distribution in varied app store portals. 

 a mobile developer inquisitive about compounding native 
application elements with a WebView (special browser 
window) which will access device-level Apis, or if you 
would like to develop a plugin interface between native 
and WebView elements layout.  

Speech recognition is computer generated simulation of 
personage speech. it's accustomed translate written info into 
aural info wherever it's a lot of convenient, particularly for 
mobile applications like voice-enabled e-mail and unified 
electronic communication. As a developer that uses Javascript 
to form hybrid applications, we tend to assume that you 
simply apprehend the Speech Synthesis API obtainable in 
most of the online browsers. The usage of this API is basically 
simple, but it is not obtainable at intervals a cordova 
application, thus you wish to resort to the native API of the 
device through a Cordova plugin. 

The ensuing applications ar hybrid, which means that 
they're neither actually native mobile application nor strictly 
Web-based. they're not native as a result of all layout 
rendering is completed via internet views rather than the 
platform's native UI framework. they're not internet apps as a 
result of they're prepackaged as apps for distribution and have 
access to native device arthropod genus. compounding native 
and hybrid code snippets has been attainable. 

Plugins area unit associate degree integral a part of the 
Cordova system. they supply associate degree interface for 
Cordova and native parts to speak with one another and 
bindings to straightforward device.Apache Cordova project 
maintains a group of plugins known as the Core Plugins. 
These core plugins give your approach to ingress device 
accomplishment like battery, camera, contacts, etc. 

In addition to the core plugins, there area unit many third-
party plugins which offer extra bindings to options not 
essentially offered on all platforms. you'll be able to seek for 
Cordova plugins exploitation plugin search or npm. you'll be 
able to additionally develop your own plugins, as delineated  
within the Plugin Development Guide. Plugins could also be 
necessary, as an example, to speak between Cordova and 
custom native parts. 

NOTE: after you produce a Cordova project it doesn't have 
any plugins gift. this can be the new default behavior. Any 
plugins you need, even the core plugins, should be expressly 
more. 

Cordova doesn't give any UI widgets or MV* frameworks. 
Cordova provides solely the runtime within which those will 
execute. If you want to use UI widgets associate degreed/or an 
MV* framework, you may got to choose those and embody 
them in your application. 

Installing Cordova:Cordova command-line runs on Node.js 
and is offered on NPM. Follow platform specific guides to put 
in further platform dependencies. Open a prompt or Terminal, 
and sort  

npm install -g cordova. 

Create a project :Create a blank Cordova project victimization 
the command-line tool. Navigate to the directory wherever 
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you would like produce|to make|to form} your project and 
kind cordovacreate . 

For a whole set of choices, sort cordova facilitate produce. 
 

 
Fig : Cordova installation and project creation 

 

2. WORKING OF METHODOLOGY 

 
Fig : Architectural design 

Camera Plugin : 

This plugin defines a worldwide navigator.camera object, 
that provides associate API for taking photos and for selecting 
pictures from the system's image library.Although the article is 
hooked up to the worldwide scoped navigator, it's not on the 
market till when the deviceready event. 

Mobile OCR Plugins : 

This plugin defines a world textocr object, that provides 
associate degree methodology that accepts image uri or base64 
inputs. If some text was detected within the image, this text are 
came back as a string. The imageuri or base64 are often send 
to the plugin exploitation any another plugin like cordova-
plugin-camera or cordova-plugin-document-scanner. though 
the thing is connected to the worldwide scoped window, it's 
not offered till when the deviceready event. 

Text to speech Plugin : 

The onfulfilled callback will be called when the speech 
finishes, and the onrejected callback (Windows Phone only) 
will be called when an error occurs. 

 

Fig : Adding Plugins to Project 

Build android app : 

 

Fig : platform add android 

 

Fig : Build app 

 

Command to build the android platform : 

 cordova platform add android  

to install all android plugins 

 

Command to build android app : 

 cordova build 

this will enable the app to run in mobile phone 
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3. FLOWCHART OF THE APP 

 

Fig : Flowchart of image capture 

If we select camera icon the image capture function will be 
called firstly image is be captured it will ask the user to check 
the capture image if user want to change the image then user 
can again capture the image else it will move to next stage. 
The captured image will be converted into text and it will get 
stored into the textbox provided on the layout of the design. 

 

Fig : Flowchart of browse image 

If we select gallery icon then browse image will be called 
firstly it will redirect the user to gallery then it will allow the 
user to browse the image from the gallery if image is selected 
then it will convert the image to text form and paste it in the 
textbox to the app layout. If user has not selected the image 
then it will give the alert that image is not selectedand display 
the outcome in the textbox of the design. 

 

Fig :Flowchart of text to speech 

If user select mic icon then speaker will be called to read 
the text present in the textbox of the layout. Initially if user 
click on mic icon then default mic will be turn on and start 
reading the text after turning on mic is user what to turn off the 
mic or to stop the audio user can again click on mic icon to 
turn off the mic. 

Layout of the App : 

 

Fig : Interface Designing of the App 
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4. RESULT  

 App installation on phone 

 

 Main Screen 

 

 Capturing the image: 

 

  Extracting Text from captured image 

 

 Speaking the text  from captured image 
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 Browsing the image : 

 

 
 

 Selecting the image from gallery  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Extracting Text from browsed image 

 
 
 

 Speaking the text  frombrowsed  image 
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 Turning off the mic Stopping TTS 

 
3. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Android currently talks, and then will your apps. bear in 

mind that so as for synthesized speech to be intelligible, you 
would like to match the language you decide on to it of the 
text to synthesize. Text-to-speech will assist you push your 
app in new directions. whether or not you utilize TTS to assist 
users with disabilities, to modify the utilization of your 
application whereas trying removed from the screen, or just to 
create it cool, we tend to hope you will get pleasure from this 
new feature. Text to speech synthesis may be a apace growing 
side of computer technology and is more and {more} enjoying 
a more important role within the manner we tend to move 
with the system and interfaces across a range of platforms. 
we've known the various operations and processes concerned 
in text to speech synthesis. we've additionally developed a 
awfully straightforward and attractive graphical programme 
that permits the user to type in his/her text provided within the 
text field within the application.  

 In future, we tend to arrange to create efforts to create 
engines for localized Nigerian language thus on create text to 
speech technology additional accessible to a wider vary of 
Nigerians. Another space of additional work is that the 
implementation of a text to speech system on other platforms, 
like telecommunication systems, ATM machines, video 
games and the other platforms wherever text to speech 
technology would be another advantage and increase 
functionality. 
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